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Measure what is measurable, and make measurable

what is not so.

—Galileo Galilei (attributed)

As Professor James Jones’s five year tenure as Editor-in-

Chief of the Irish Journal of Medical Science (IJMS) draws

to a close, it affords time to reflect on a most dynamic

period in the Journal’s long and proud history, an epoch

that has seen the IJMS come of age.

De novo submissions of articles to the Journal have

increased substantially in the Jones era, as have the number

of published articles. Their significance to the wider

international biomedical community is reflected by two

significant gains in the Journal’s impact factor, with

resultant increase in the Journal’s ranking amongst peer

publications. Add to history and tradition therefore, an

assurance that the IJMS resonates contemporary relevance.

Of course, markets are fickle and forecasters mostly fail,

but if success was chance, then it has favoured the prepared

mind. Changes introduced under James’s wise watch were

not radical, nor were they reactionary. Rather, a series of

prudent progressive steps were put in place with purpose to

improve the most relevant of all of the publication met-

rics—quality; hard to measure, but always recognisable

upon careful inspection. James’s term as Editor-in-Chief

should be celebrated for its focus on quality at every turn:

the quality of the peer-review process, the quality of

editorial handling, all culminating in the improved quality

of accepted articles.

James invigorated the editorial board, enabling board

members to effect change for a stronger and healthier

journal. In doing so, he asked nothing of his board that he

would not do himself, leading the charge by handling a

remarkable proportion of the peer-review assisted critical

appraisals, in addition to the detailed daily duties of Editor-

in-Chief in liaison with Section Editors. Increased effi-

ciencies in the management of processes were borne out of

collaboration with Helen Moore, the Academy’s stalwart

administrator, leading to shorter turnaround times, one of a

number of measures important to authors. One can add to

that evidence of improvements in the area of ethics and

integrity, and in the publication process and product with

enhanced author services, all achieved by way of fruitful

collaboration with Ben Bishop, Editor Clinical Medicine

Journals at Springer.

This open heartfelt thank you to James on his departure

is but a small measure of the huge debt of gratitude owed to

him for tireless leadership during his term, a term that has

secured the Journal’s standing into the future; ever onwards

and upwards. Farewell for now friend; fare thee well!
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